Human walking model predicts joint mechanics, electromyography and mechanical economy
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Abstract—In this paper, we present an under-actuated model of human walking, comprising only a soleus muscle and flexion/extension monoarticular hip muscles. The remaining muscle groups of the human leg are modeled using quasi-passive, series-elastic clutch elements. We hypothesize that series-elastic clutch units spanning the knee joint in a musculoskeletal arrangement can capture the dominant mechanical behaviors of the human knee in level-ground walking. As an evaluation of the musculoskeletal model, we vary model parameters, or spring constants, and muscle control parameters using an optimization scheme that maximizes walking distance and minimizes the mechanical economy of walking. We used a positive force feedback reflex control for the model’s soleus muscle, and upper body position control for the hip muscles. The model’s clutches were engaged/disengaged using simple state machine controllers. For model evaluation, a forward dynamics simulation was conducted, and the resulting mechanics were compared to human walking data. The model makes qualitative predictions of joint mechanics, electromyography and mechanical economy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to design mechanically economical, low-mass leg structures for robotic, exoskeletal and prosthetic systems, designers have often employed passive and quasi-passive components [1-5, 8-11]. In this paper, a quasi-passive device refers to any controllable element that cannot apply a non-conservative, motive force. Quasi-passive devices include, but are not limited to, variable-dampers, clutches, and combinations of variable-dampers/clutches that work in conjunction with other passive components such as springs.

The use of quasi-passive devices in leg prostheses has been the design paradigm for over three decades, resulting in leg systems that are lightweight, energy efficient, and operationally quiet. In the 1970’s, Professor Woodie Flowers at MIT conducted research to advance the prosthetic knee joint from a passive, non-adaptive mechanism to an active device with variable-damping capabilities [1]. Using Flowers’ knee, the amputee experienced a wide range of knee damping values throughout a single walking step. During ground contact, high knee damping inhibited knee buckling, and swing phase damping allowed for a smooth deceleration of the swinging leg. Motivated by Flowers’ research, several research groups developed computer-controlled, variable-damper knee prostheses that ultimately led to commercial products [2-5]. Actively controlled knee dampers offer clinical advantages over mechanically passive knee designs. Most notably, transfemoral amputees walk across level ground surfaces and descend inclines/stairs with greater ease and stability [6, 7].

Quasi-passive devices have also been employed in the design of economical bipedal walking machines and legged exoskeletons. Passive dynamic walkers [8] have been constructed to show that bipedal locomotion can be energetically economical. In such a device, a human-like pair of legs settles into a natural gait pattern generated by the interaction of gravity and inertia. Although a purely passive walker requires a modest incline to power its movements, researchers have enabled robots to walk across level ground surfaces by adding just a small amount of energy at the hip or the ankle joint [9, 10]. In the area of legged exoskeletal design, passive and quasi-passive elements have been employed to lower exoskeletal weight and to lower system energy usage. In numerical simulation, Bogert [11] showed that an exoskeleton using passive elastic devices can, in principle, substantially reduce muscle force and metabolic energy usage in walking. Walsh et al. [12] built an under-actuated, quasi-passive exoskeleton designed for load-carrying augmentation. During level-ground walking, the exoskeleton only required 2 Watts of electrical power for its operation with on average 80% load transmission through the robotic legs.

Although passive and quasi-passive devices have been exploited to improve overall system economy in legged systems, the resulting structures failed to truly mimic human-like joint mechanics in level-ground ambulation. In this paper, we seek to understand how leg muscles and tendons work mechanically during walking in order to motivate the design of economical, low-mass robotic legs. We present an under-actuated model of human walking, comprising only a soleus muscle and flexion/extension monoarticular hip muscles. The remaining muscle groups of the human leg are modeled using quasi-passive, series-elastic clutch elements spanning the model’s hip, knee and ankle joints in a musculoskeletal arrangement. We hypothesize that the series-elastic clutch units spanning the model’s knee joint can capture the dominant mechanical behaviors of the human knee in level-ground walking. Since the human knee performs net negative work throughout a level-ground walking cycle [13], and since a series-elastic clutch is incapable of dissipating mechanical energy as heat, a corollary to this hypothesis is that such a quasi-passive robotic knee would necessarily have to transfer energy via elastic biarticular mechanisms to hip and/or ankle joints.
Such a transfer of energy would reduce the necessary actuator work at the hip and ankle, improving the mechanical economy of a human-like walking robot. For model evaluation, a forward dynamics simulation is adopted and the resulting mechanics are compared to human walking data. We vary model parameters, or spring constants, and muscle control parameters using an optimization scheme that maximizes walking distance and minimizes the mechanical economy of walking. Forward dynamics simulation is required to evaluate both morphology and controller. We use a positive force feedback reflex control for the model’s soleus muscle, and upper body position control for the hip monoarticular muscles. Finally, the model’s clutches are engaged/disengaged using simple state machine controllers.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Musculoskeletal Model

1) Leg Architecture

Fig. 1 shows a two-dimensional musculoskeletal model of the human leg comprising nine series-elastic clutch/muscle mechanisms. The model was derived by inspection of the human musculoskeletal architecture. For isometric and eccentric contractions, metabolic load is relatively less than concentric contractions. We hypothesized that humans walk economy by actuating muscles that span the knee joint isometrically, with mechanical energy transfer to the hip and ankle to reduce muscle concentric work at those joints. Our previous study [14] revealed that, for a self-selected walking speed, monoarticular hip and ankle muscles are required to capture the dominant mechanics at those joints, but only quasi-passive elements are necessary to capture knee joint mechanics. Similar to this earlier model, the hip monoarticular, extensor/flexor units and the ankle monoarticular, plantar flexor unit are the only active model components shown in Fig. 1 capable of producing net work.

The remaining muscle-tendon units are modeled as series-elastic clutches. For each of these quasi-passive units, when a clutch is disengaged, joints rotate without any resistance from the series spring. Once a clutch is engaged, the series spring is held at its current position, and the spring begins to store energy as the joint rotates, in a manner comparable to a muscle-tendon unit where the muscle generates force isometrically. The model comprises five monoarticular and three biarticular tendon-like springs with series clutches or muscle actuators. It is noted that the ankle-knee posterior unit and the ankle plantar flexor both share the same distal tendon spring (See Fig. 1). Hip, knee and ankle joints have agonist/antagonist pairs of monoarticular springs with series clutches or muscle actuators. Further, the leg model includes two knee-hip and one ankle-knee biarticular units. The knee-hip anterior unit works as an extensor at the knee joint and as a flexor at the hip, while the knee-hip posterior unit works as a flexor at the knee joint and as an extensor at the hip. We assume that all monoarticular units are rotational springs and clutches, while all biarticular units act around attached pulleys with fixed moment arm lengths. The moment arms for biarticular units are taken from the literature [15], [16].

The seven segments of this under-actuated model, namely two feet, two shanks, two thighs and one head-arm-torso (HAT) segment are simple rigid bodies whose mass parameters are estimated from a human study participant (27yr, 1.87m height, 81.9kg weight) [17]. The clutches and muscles are considered massless.

2) Muscle Model

The two hip muscles are in series with linear springs. The ankle plantar flexor is also connected in series with a linear spring, but that spring also attaches to a second spring that spans the knee joint via a clutch mechanism (See Fig. 1). Besides series elasticity (SE), the muscles are modeled as a set of a parallel elasticity (PE), buffer elasticity (BE) and contractile element (CE) in a Hill-type muscle tendon unit (MTU) [18]. The force of the CE is a product of muscle activation $A$, CE force-length relationship $f_l(l_{CE},l_{opt})$, and CE force-velocity relationship $f_v(v_{CE})$, or

$$F_{CE} = A F_{max} f_{l}(l_{CE},l_{opt}) f_{v}(v_{CE})$$  \( \tag{1} \)

where $F_{max}$ is the maximum isometric force, $l_{CE}$ is the length of the CE, $l_{opt}$ is the optimal length of the CE and $v_{CE}$ is the CE velocity. Based on this product approach, we compute the muscle fascicle dynamics by integrating the CE velocity. A muscle activation $A$ relates to a neutral input $S$ with a first order differential equation describing the excitation-contraction coupling

$$\frac{dA(t)}{dt} = S - A(t)$$  \( \tag{2} \)

where $\tau$ is a time constant. The maximum isometric force and optimal length of ankle plantar flexor muscle, $F_{max, ap}$ and $l_{opt, ap}$, are parameters for the optimization while the

\[\text{Fig. 1. Three-muscle leg model. Only three muscles act about the model's ankle and hip joints. Series-elastic clutch units span the model's ankle, knee and hip in a musculoskeletal arrangement.}\]
remaining values are chosen from the literature [18].

B. Controller

The clutches and muscles are controlled based on state machines. The state transitions are facilitated by the walking model behavior shown in italic text. Each state machine depicts clutch engagement times. A clutch is disengaged automatically when its series spring returns to its equilibrium position after a storage-release cycle.

1) Positive Force Feedback Controller for the Ankle Plantar Flexor

During the stance phase, the soleus muscle generates a large amount of force to plantar flex the ankle. In order to replicate this behavior, positive force feedback is adopted for the ankle plantar flexor control. Under positive force feedback, the stimulation of the ankle plantar flexor $S_{ap}(t)$ is calculated as follows:

$$S_{ap}(t) = S_{ap} + G_{ap}F_{ap}(t - \Delta_{ap})$$  \(3\)

where $S_{ap}$ is a pre-stimulation, $G_{ap}$ is a gain, $F_{ap}$ is the measured muscle force, and $\Delta_{ap}$ is a time-delay. The positive force feedback control is turned on only after foot flat (FF) during the stance phase, and is turned off at the time of toe off (TO). During the swing phase, the ankle joint is controlled with a simple proportional-derivative (PD) control with low gain to keep the ankle angle equal to $\theta_{ref}$ in preparation for heel strike (HS). The ankle state machine is shown in the following section. In the positive force feedback control, $G_{ap}$ and $\theta_{ref,a}$ are parameters for the optimization, with the remaining parameters taken from the literature [19].

2) Position Controller for the Hip Flexor/Extensor

As the hip flexor and extensor are attached to the HAT segment directly, these two muscles are controlled to balance the HAT during the stance phase. The hip flexor and extensor are stimulated with a PD signal of the HAT’s pitch angle $\theta_H$ with respect to gravity as follows

$$S_{hip, flexor/ extensor} = \pm [k_{p,H}(t - \Delta_H) - \theta_{ref} + k_{d,H}(t - \Delta_H)]$$ \(4\)

where $k_{p,H}$ and $k_{d,H}$ are the proportional and derivative gains, $\theta_{ref}$ is a reference lean angle, and $\Delta_H$ is a time-delay.

During the swing phase, the swing leg needs to be carried forward in preparation for HS. The hip joint is controlled such that the thigh pitch angle reaches a reference angle as follows:

$$S_{hip, flexor/ extensor} = \pm [k_{p,T}(t - \Delta_T) - \theta_{ref} + k_{d,T}(t - \Delta_T)]$$ \(5\)

where $k_{p,T}$ and $k_{d,T}$ are the proportional and derivative gains, $\theta_{ref}$ is a reference thigh angle in the global axis, and $\Delta_T$ is a time-delay. In the hip position controller, $k_{p,T}$, $k_{d,T}$, $\theta_{ref}$, $k_{p,F}$, $k_{d,F}$, $\theta_{ref,F}$ are parameters for the optimization, and the remaining values are taken from the literature [19].

3) State Machine

Fig. 2 shows state machines for controlling (a) the ankle, (b) knee and (c) hip joints. The state machines turn on/off the muscle controller and engage the clutches, while each clutch is disengaged automatically, when its series spring returns to its equilibrium point.

The ankle state machine is composed of three states. Starting in State 3, State 1 begins at HS. In State 1, the clutch in the ankle dorsiflexor is engaged. The controller transitions from State 1 to State 2 at the time of FF, at which time the positive force feedback control is initiated. The controller transitions from State 2 to State 3 at toe off (TO). In State 3, the positive force feedback is turned off, and the low-gain PD controller is applied at the ankle joint in order to keep the ankle angle equal to $\theta_{ref}$ in preparation for HS. At the next HS, the controller transitions from State 3 to State 1 again.

For the knee state machine controller, there are four states. From State 4, the controller transitions to State 1 at maximum knee flexion during the stance phase following HS. In State 1, the ankle-knee posterior clutch is engaged. The transition from State 1 to State 2 is triggered by TO. Then, the knee-hip anterior is engaged. In State 2, the controller transitions from State 2 to State 3, when the knee angle reaches 48deg after maximum flexion during the swing phase. The knee-hip
posterior and knee flexor are engaged in State 3. Finally, the controller goes back to State 4 from State 3, when the knee joint reaches maximum extension in the swing phase. The knee extensor is engaged in State 4.

The hip state machine controller includes only two states. In State 1, the hip controller transitions from State 1 to State 2 at the maximum knee extension in the swing phase, and from State 2 to State 1 at TO. The hip muscles are controlled with the thigh and HAT PD control in State 1 and State 2, respectively.

C. Optimization

The model has a total of 19 parameters: nine spring constants and 10 Hill-type muscle control parameter: \( F_{\text{max,ap}}, l_{\text{opt,ap}}, G_{\text{ap}}, \theta_{\text{ref,ap}}, k_{\text{p,ap}}, k_{\text{d,ap}}, \theta_{\text{ref}}, k_{\text{p}}, k_{\text{d}} \) and \( \theta_{\text{ref}} \). Parameters were evaluated with a walking forward dynamics simulation. The cost function was defined as follows:

\[
\text{cost} = \begin{cases} \frac{10(D + N)}{N} & \text{if the model falls down within 10 walking gait cycles,} \\ c_w & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( D \) is the walking distance, \( N \) is the number of steps, and \( c_w \) is the mechanical economy. Mechanical economy was defined as

\[
c_w = W^+ / (MD)
\]

where \( W^+ \) is the total positive mechanical work done by the three muscles and \( M \) is body weight [10].

The determination of the desired global minimum for this objective function was implemented by first using a genetic algorithm to find the region containing the global minimum, followed by the use of an unconstrained gradient optimizer (fminunc in Matlab) to determine the exact value of that global minimum.

The optimizer found parameters that enabled the model to walk more than 10 walking gait cycles without falling down using cost function (6). If the musculoskeletal model was capable of walking more than 10 walking gait cycles, cost function (7) was then employed. Cost function (7) was always less than cost function (6) so that the optimizer selected parameters that enabled both robust and economical walking [20, 21].

D. Forward Dynamics Simulation

A MATLAB SIMULINK model of the system was developed based on the musculoskeletal model. The Simulink model was simulated using the stiff/NDF algorithm (ode15s routine built in MATLAB).

The forward dynamics simulation started with the right foot HS. Initial angle and angular velocity of each joint were taken from a human study participant (27yr, 1.87m height, 81.9kg weight). We also applied the same initial walking velocity at the center of mass (COM).

Each foot segment of the bipedal model has contact points at its toe and heel. When impacting the ground, a contact point gets pushed back by a vertical reaction force \( F_r \):

\[
F_r = -k_r g_r (\Delta y) g_r (\Delta y)
\]

Where \( k_r \) is a spring coefficient, \( \Delta y \) is vertical penetration length, \( g_r \) is a force-length relationship, and \( g_r \) is a force-velocity relationship. A horizontal reaction force is modeled as a kinetic friction force that opposes the CP’s motion on the ground with a force \( F_r \):

\[
F_r = \mu_s F_r
\]

where \( \mu_s \) is a kinetic friction coefficient. When the CP slows down to below a speed \( v_{\text{lim}} \), we model the horizontal reaction force as a stiction force computed in a similar way to equation (8) [22].

III. RESULT

In this section, we present the results obtained from the optimization. The model’s walking speed, stride time, step length and mechanical economy are shown in TABLE I along with values from a weight and height-matched walking

TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Musculoskeletal Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking Speed (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stride time (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>step length (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mechanical economy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3 Finite-state control transitions of the (a) ankle, (b) knee, and (c) hip joints during steady state walking (from t=6s to 9s). The controllers transitions from states to states according the events: \( \square \) toe off, \( \square \) knee joint reaches 48 deg after maximum knee flexion during the swing phase, \( \square \) maximum knee extension, \( \square \) heel strike \( \square \) foot flat, and \( \square \) maximum knee flexion. As the heel strike and foot flat happens almost at the same time, the ankle state machine controller transitions rapidly from State 3 to State 2.](image-url)
human. Though walking speed is a bit slower, and stride time and step length are longer, the musculoskeletal model walks with lower mechanical economy than the human walker. The model’s state machines performed properly throughout the walking cycle. Fig. 3 shows data for two consecutive walking cycles during steady state walking (from 6 seconds to 9 seconds in the forward dynamics simulation). The controller transitions from state to state facilitated by gait events: □ 1 TO, □ 2 knee angle reaches 48deg after maximum flexion during the swing phase, □ 3 maximum knee extension, □ 4 HS □ 5 FF, □ 6 maximum knee flexion during the stance phase. The control system sequenced through this pattern during each walking cycle.

In Fig. 4, (a) the ankle angle, (b) the knee angle, (c) the hip angle, (d) the ankle torque, (e) the knee torque, and (f) the hip torque are plotted versus percent gait cycle. Each curve begins at HS and ends with the HS of the same leg. Black and grey curves are simulation results and biological data, respectively. Each dotted curve is one standard deviation from the black solid curve. These are average data of 10 steps in the steady state walking.

IV. DISCUSSION

The walking simulation had a lower mechanical economy than the weight and height-matched walking human. Perhaps the model’s mechanical economy was lower because the value was calculated from only the positive mechanical work done by the three muscle actuators in each leg of the model. Positive work contributions from the upper body and contributions from walking in three dimensions were not included in the model, and perhaps might explain the observed difference in economy.

The walking model makes qualitative predictions of joint mechanics, electromyography and mechanical economy. The poorest agreement between model and human data were at the hip. We believe this lack of predictive power was the consequence of using a simple PD controller at this joint. With the hip state machine, the HAT PD controller and thigh PD controller were switched by HS and TO. This transition generated 1) large positive torque only after HS and 2) large negative torque after TO, while in contrast the human generated large positive torque during the swing phase, and large negative torque during the stance phase. The hip angle also exceeded the biological hip angle at the terminal swing phase. In future work, we therefore wish to develop a more biologically realistic controller for the hip extensor and flexor muscles.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented an under-actuated model of human walking, comprising only a soleus muscle and flexion/extension monoarticular hip muscles. The remaining muscle groups of
the human leg were modeled using quasi-passive, series-elastic clutch elements. As an evaluation of our hypotheses, the model parameters, or spring constants, and positive force feedback reflex control for the model’s soleus muscle control parameters were optimized such that resulting energy storage and human-like leg musculoskeletal architectures are design features of critical importance.
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